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1.

INTRODUCTION

Social networking has recently flourished in popularity
through the use of social websites. Pervasive computing
resources have allowed people stay well-connected to each
other through access to social networking resources. We take
the position that utilizing information produced by relationships within social networks can assist in the establishment
of trust for other pervasive computing applications. Furthermore, we describe how such a system can augment a sensor
infrastructure used for event observation with information
from mobile sensors (ie, mobile phones with cameras) controlled by potentially untrusted third parties.
Pervasive computing systems are invisible systems, oriented around the user. As a result, many future pervasive
systems are likely to include a social aspect to the system.
The social communtities that are developed in these systems can augment existing trust mechanisms with information about pre-trusted entities or entities to initially consider
when beginning to establish trust.
An example of such a system is the Collaborative Virtual Observation (CoVO) system fuses sensor information
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from disaparate sources in soft real-time to recreate a scene
that provides observation of an event that has recently transpired. To accomplish this, CoVO must efficiently access
services whilst protecting the data from corruption from unknown remote nodes. CoVO combines dynamic service composition [14] with virtual observation [11] to utilize existing
infrastructure with third party services available in the environment. Since these services are not under the control
of the system, they may be unreliable or malicious. When
an event of interest occurs, the given infrastructure (bus
cameras, etc.) may not sufficiently cover the necessary information (be it in space, time, or sensor type).ă To enhance
observation of the event, infrastructure is augmented with
information from sensors in the environment that the infrastructure does not control.ă These sensors may be unreliable,
uncooperative, or even malicious. Additionally, to execute
queries in soft real-time, processing must be distributed to
available systems in the environment. We propose to use
information from social networks to satisfy these requirements.
In this paper, we present our position that knowledge
gained from social activities can be used to augment trust
mechanisms in pervasive computing. The system uses social behavior of nodes to predict a subset that it wants to
query for information.ă In this context, social behavior such
as transit patterns and schedules (which can be used to determine if a queried node is likely to be reliable) or known
relationships, such as a phone’s address book, that can be
used to determine networks of nodes that may also be able to
assist in retrieving information. Neither implicit nor explicit
relationships necessarily imply that the user trusts an entity,
but rather will provide a starting place for establishing trust.
The proposed framework utilizes social network information
to assist in trust establishment when third-party sensors are
used for sensing events.

2.

BACKGROUND

Increase in network connectivity and the pervasive computing resources have led to more social applications of computing. Many applications focused on explicitly enhancing
this social aspect in the form of social network websites [2,
4, 3, 1] have become popular in recent years. Much research
has been conducted on analyzing or establishing trust in social networking sites [9, 7, 10], but little has been done on
utilizing information in social networks to establish trust in
other domains. Some trust models [23] include a social context in the model for establishing trust, but no system has
focused on using social information to assist in the trustestablishment problem.
In this context, a social network is defined as the set of
relations connecting multiple entities in a system. These relations may be either explicit or implicit. Explicit relations
are stated as in a social networking websites such as Facebook [2] where people explicitly and mutually agree to be
friends. Implicit relations are implied, often by context information or recurring mutual patterns, such as people that
spend overlapping time in the same coffee shop on a regular
basis. We propose to use this information as a starting point
to bootstrap the trust establishment process.
Distributed trust is used in a wide variety of applications
and in many forms. Distributed trust is used rather than
traditional security mechanisms in systems where it is not
feasible to centralize all security decisions to a monolithic
system. Trust is often used in distributed systems such as
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) systems [22, 15, 21, 17], service composition systems [6, 18, 5, 12, 8], and pervasive computing systems in general [13, 20, 19, 16]. We will demonstrate how social network information can be used to augment AREX[17],
an adaptive trust mechanism used in CoVO, in this paper.
AREX is an adaptive security mechanism that is designed
for highly dynamic systems as it does not rely on collaboration to establish trust. AREX uses a game theoretic approach to motivate attackers to attack less often. It also
does not suffer the same vulnerabilities as reputation mechanisms, such as vulnerability to intermittent connectivity,
startup/traitor attacks, and being highly connected to malicious entities. The downside is that in large systems, such as
performing collaborative virtual observation in a major urban area, AREX adapts to the system slowly. Social network
information will be incorporated into AREX and thereby
overcome performance issues caused by large systems.

3.

DESIGN

This section introduces the Social Augmentation Framework for utilizing relations in social networks to bootstrap
trust algorithms. It also describes the application of this
framework to collaborative virtual observation.

3.1

Social Augmentation Framework

This section describes the Social Augmentation Framework as shown in Figure 1 and the interactions of each component. The Social Augmentation Framework consists of
three components: Social Networks, Translations, and Trust
Mechanisms.

3.1.1

Social Networks

Social Networks are a set of data sets of social connectivity
information that are available to the system. These may
take the form of web-based social networking sites, contact
lists in a cell phone, or databases of traffic information that

Figure 1: Social Augmentation Framework

can be mined for links.

3.1.2

Translation

The Translation component is responsible for translating
information from the Social Network into a usable form for
the Trust Mechanism. This may be as simple as identifying
connected nodes or as complicated as analyzing connections
to provide initial values for nodes to the trust mechanism.
The Translation component also is responsible for resolving
nodes in the social network into addressable nodes in the
system.

3.1.3

Trust Mechanism

The Trust Mechanism requests initial information to assist
in bootstrapping the request for trust computations. Additionally the Trust Mechanism can make requests to the
Translation component to augment current calculations.

3.2

Social Augmentation of CoVO

Collaborative Virtual Observation (see Figure 2) involves
utilizing resources from pre-existing infrastructure in addition to opportunistic access from services and resources
available in the environment such as cell phone cameras and
processors. Observations made by these resources are then
stitched together using available services based on variables
such as time and space. The result is a virtual observation of
events that can be accessed in soft real-time. To accomplish
this though, the resources and services from the environment
must provide valid services; otherwise, the resulting virtual
observation may be worse than would be the case with just
the available infrastructure. Existing trust mechanisms do
not achieve the soft real-time requirements in dynamic environments in which collaborative virtual observation is performed; however, by augmenting trust mechanisms with social information, the performance of the trust mechanism
can be enhanced to meet the requirements in many cases.
Social augmentation assists with the trust computations

Figure 2: CoVO Example

to achieve soft real-time performance for CoVO. It utilizes
implicitly formed social networks based on patterns derived
from the observation of bluetooth signals by mobile nodes.
The physical presence of an entity provides an implied social network since the entity is connected in terms of physical
presence in a place in the society. An assumption contributing to this decision is that if a node consistently appears in a
particular area for a long period of time that it is more likely
to stay in the area while it is needed. For example, if a node
is consistently in the Computer Science Department building for about 6 hours a day from Monday through Friday,
there is a strong chance that it will remain in the area to
provide its service during that regular pattern. An argument
can be made that forming a consistent physical pattern is of
high cost to an attacker and may be less likely, but just because a social network is used, it does not imply that there is
trust between the nodes, just that the trust mechanism will
augment its approach with information from the social network. Therefore, an actively malicious node would still have
to undergo the same calculations from the trust mechanism
as it would without the social network, just at a higher cost
to itself.
Available nodes that are expected to remain in the area
based on previous traffic patterns mined from the traffic
databases seed the trust calculation process. The seeding
is made possible by the translation component which selects
a predetermined number of socially-connected nodes to use
in the initial trust computation of the trust mechanism. The
translation component also maintains a list of bluetooth addresses so that the trust mechanism can communicate with
those devices. AREX-based adaptive trust mechanisms are
used for resources access and service composition. Such trust
mechanisms work best in smaller systems, so operating on
a city-wide basis can slow the adaptation of the mechanism.
The initial seeding from the social network provides the trust
mechanism with the ability to reliably operate on a much
smaller scale and provide similar reliability in less time.

4.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we take the position that social network information can be utilized to enhance the convergence time of
adaptive security mechanisms used in pervasive computing.
We introduces a framework for augmenting collaborative applications in large dynamic environments with social network information. The framework enhances security mechanisms by providing a foundation based on social aspects to
begin establishing trust. From a broader perspective, this
approach underscores the fact that social information can be
effectively utilized to establish trust in large dynamic environments when third party contributions are critical to the
collaborative efforts despite the associated uncertainties.
The work presented in this paper will be extended to examine several other trust mechanisms and identify classes of
mechanisms that can be improved by social network information. Furthermore, we will examine defense mechanisms
against unreliable nodes in the social network, both in a
generalized sense and for specific applications. Finally, we
will explore adaptive mechanisms for automatically adjusting the preferences for the social network, both in bootstrapping into new systems and in augmenting currently running
systems
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